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expansion
The kiosk is located where there are LOTS OF PEOPLE.
What if you put it where there are NO PEOPLE?
Do not use the human flow, CREATE IT!
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1
Kiosk spoils the appearance
of the streets, obstruct pedestrians and create a sense
of the market. Closed kiosks are just an unnecessary waste of city space.

2
In an attempt to increase profitability + retail space leads
to “clogging” the urban environment. The kiosk spontaneously grows from a compact
form into something shapeless,
devouring the space around.

3
The axis of symmetry is often not used. Usually only
one part of the facade is
open while the rest is used
as an extra space for an exposition and advertisment

4

segments

door

Without using the axis
of symmetry - we unfold
the segments of the kiosk shape, making it flat

common ground

5
Recovering of the abandoned
urban space and transforming
it into public space. We attach
the unfolded kiosk surface to
the blind wall and putting
the necessary prefabricated
units into it. In the middle
- common ground, along the
perimeter - common goods

*
The presence of blank
walls usually indicates unfavorable factors in the fate
of the site - failure urban
planning decisions, commercial division, war . These
corners could be found in
every district of the city
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wc
atm
souvenirs
postamat
photomat
laundromat
printomat
espresso bar
first-aid kit
fruits+veges
newspapers
amazon locker
charge station
recycling clothing
info touchscreen
ice-cream
fire extinguisher
ticket machine
second-hand books
folding outdoor furniture
farma vending machine
beverages vending machine
cigarettes vending machine
snacks vending machines
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The kiosk of the future is definitely not a question of design and
content. The typology of the kiosk as a compact sale point remains
the same as 150 years ago. Panoramic posters and breaking news in
newspapers covering the kiosks from all sides - are these the actual elements of our daily life? Typically, kiosks are located in the key city
nods for solely commercial purposes - to use an active flow of people for sales. The kiosk is located where there are LOTS of people.
What if you put it there - where there are NO people? If the Kiosks will not use the human flow, but create it.
My idea is to use a kiosk to bring people to places where they usually don’t go.
The atmosphere that can be created by the composition of the kiosk can have
a beneficial and even “curative” effect on an unclaimed piece of the city.
The kiosk can include crowd of prefabricated units depending on
the context which can attract and detain people in this place. My
Kiosk of the Future is a wagon made up of automats and service
points, attached to the blank walls of houses. When trade and service “common goods” are located along the perimeter, a certain public space “common ground” turns out in the center. It could also
offer a platform for other events in the surroundings: food market | cinema | literary readings | watching the sports games.
The kiosk consists of prefab units - automated or corners with a seller,
working on 24/7 or partly, but it is never closed. The structure of the wall
is a metal frame covered by a metal corrugated sheet, in which an opening
could be easily made for a new unit or a sheet could be replaced if necessary
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